Abstract-The spatial uncertainties of tip positioning due to the nonlinearity of the PZT scanner and thermal drift hinder the further application of the AFM based nanomanipulation. This paper brings forward feature referenced tip localization enhanced by probability motion model to reduce the spatial uncertainties. An improved motion model is probabilistically built by incorporating the PI model, the creep model and the thermal drift model. For calibrating the accurate model parameters, the statistical experiments are designed and performed. Then the tip position is optimally estimated by combining with a local scan based feature sensing method. The simulation and corresponding experiments are performed to illustrate the validity and feasibility of the calibrated parameters and the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
tom force microscopy (AFM) based nanomanipulation has gradually been becoming an important technology for creating the novel nanostructures, assembling nanodevices and maneuvering biological cells [1] . Similar to micro-robot manipulation, this technology can take the advantages of AFM with higher resolution imaging and higher accurate positioning to enable the precise mechanical interaction and onsite observation. The tip is an end-effector for the AFM based nano-manipulation, and driven by the P b Z r T i O 3 (PZT) scanner [2] . So the key technical problem is how to accurately perform an on-line positionning of the AFM tip. However, the PZT scanner not only has the nonlinearities, such as hysteresis and creep, but also bears versatile displacement relative to the sample surface caused by system thermal drift. The spatial uncertainties of the tip position for these reasons undermine the efficiency and feasibility of the nanomanipulation.
As for the PZT nonlinearity, many methods are proposed to solve the problem, and are mainly divided into two types: closed-loop feedback based control and open-loop based inverse model. The closed-loop control is realized by furnishing the sensor on the PZT scanner and sensing the on-line tip position relative to the scanner center. But the tip position error due to the thermal drift between the PZT scanner and the substrate cannot be compensated. Furthermore, the noise generated in the feedback loop results in the deterioration of imaging and even oscillations for small scan areas. The open-loop model is other method that compensates the PZT nonlinearity by using feed forward strategies. And its performance primarily depends on the accuracy of the model parameters that are difficult to be calibrated. However this method is widely used in most of commercial AFMs because of its lower cost and higher image resolution.
The thermal drift-induced displacement between the tip and sample surface is caused by the thermal expansion and contraction of the AFM mechanical components, especially, for the scanner, which comes from the temperature variety, humidity change and so on [3, 8, 9] . The drift is difficult to be observed by the sensor but for the tip itself. At first, a general approach is proposed that AFMs is running for several hours to stabilize before nanomanipulation. This traditional solution is inconvenient and inefficient for the thermal drift is still occurring and time-variant as reported in Ref. [9] . Then the estimation algorithms based on the Kalman filter and the neural network are proposed to predict the drift. The effectiveness of the algorithms strongly depends on the accurate parameters that are difficult to be obtained. To deal with the drift effectively, the landmark based sensing method is proposed to estimate the tip position by calculating its distance relative to the feature [4] . Recently, a Monte Carlo localization (MCL) based drift compensation is proposed. It predicted and corrected the positioning error by using the tip as a sensor to sense the height profiles [10, 11, 12, 13] . These two methods can compensate the effect of the thermal drift to some degree, but they cannot be adopted by most of the commercial AFM systems without the positioning sensor. Furthermore, the positioning error still cannot be compensated due to the uncertainties involved in perceiving the feature or height profile.
By using the approaches above, the scanner nonlinearity and thermal drift can be compensated to some extent, but the tip on-line position is difficult to be estimated effectively due to the inaccuracies of model parameters. These inaccuracies may be even augmented at nanoscale. Furthermore, the unpredictable nano-environment will result in the large spatial uncertainties of the tip position. To resolve these Feature referenced tip localization enhanced by probability motion model for AFM based nanomanipulations problems, we proposed a probabilistic approach for on-line tip positioning [5] . The method built the PI based tip motion model and estimated the tip position by a local scan based observation model. Its validity has been verified by simulation. Then the on-line tip positioning method is implemented in our AFM experiment system, and some basic probabilistic experiments for local scan based observation in x direction are performed to illustrate its validity and the feasibility [6] . This paper further improves the probability motion model for feature referenced tip localization in the x and y directions. Compared with the previous motion model only including PI model in Ref. [6] , the new model is enhanced in greater depth by incorporating the creep model and thermal drift model. Furthermore, statistical experiments are designed and performed to calibrate the parameters of the probability model. Then the new simulation and experiment are designed and carried out to illustrate the validity and feasibility of the proposed method in the tip on-line positioning.
II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. The control module of On-line Positioning of AFM tip based on stochastic models
Feature referenced tip localization enhanced by probability motion model is described in Fig. 1 . This control module mainly consists of two parts: on-line positioning of the tip based on the probability motion model and observation model (feedback control), and the tip trajectory planner (feed forward control). The first part optimally estimates the tip position by using probabilistic filter based on the motion and observation model. The second part designs the trajectory of the tip for translation and nanomanipulation.
B. Nano-manipulation coordinate frames definition.
Three coordinate frames are defined for conveniently and precisely controlling the tip position in nanomanipulations. The first one called the task frame is set up on the sample surface, and the tip position used in the algorithm is defined in it. The other two coordinate frames are the image frame and local scan frame. The image frame built on the image is used to map the active (manipulating) region into the task frame and show the current tip position. The frame origin is defined as the center of the image. The scan frame is defined on the scanning line for recording the height profile; its start point is the origin of the scan frame.
III. PROBABILITY MOTION MODEL
A. Tip motion model definition
In the practical nanomanipulation, the PZT input voltage will change at the same rate, and the tip will laterally translate step by step with a fixed step length. The input voltage for each step is compensated by the PI model, creep model and the thermal drift model, and the tip position x k+1 at time k+1 is calculated by:
Where g (*,*) is state transition function, and w k+1 denotes probability distribution of tip position uncertainty. g(*,*) mainly consists of the tip previous position x k and motion control u k . Additionally PZT creep distance d k and system thermal drift v k * t are included to compensate the tip motion.
( , ) *
Where v k is the meaning value of the thermal drift velocity of the AFM tip, t is the time period when the tip is moved from x k to x k+1 . Since the tip is only moved in a small area around the PZT center for observing and manipulating, v k , d k , u k can be assumed to be independent from each other. The uncertainty error w k+1 can be regarded as superposition of error (w k_u ) from motion control, error (w k_c ) from creep, error (w k_d ) from thermal drift and other uncertain sources. From the results of tip motion calibration experiments, its distribution is represented by a two dimension Gaussian distribution centered at g, and its deviation is a function of the norm of motion control u k . Here R k+1 is a 2-by-2 covariance matrix of the distribution.
B. The PI model for the PZT
As for the PZT material, the PI model in Fig. 2 (a) is widely used to build the forward feedback controller for predicting the tip position. The PI model is the superimposed result of the basic delay cells called as play operator in Fig. 2 (a) . For the model parameter calibration and more related details, refer to Ref. [6] .
C. The Creep model for the PZT
In cases where the input voltage changes at the same rate, the displacement of the PZT bears relation not only to the current voltage, but also to the historical voltage. When the input voltage is a fixed value, the displacement will increase over a period of time and reach to a steady-state value. Figure  2 (b) shows that the effect of the creep causes the initial part of the translation-time curve of the tip to have curvature and the successor part to appear gradually stabilized. This initial part can be regarded as the transition state due to the creep effect. We can build the creep model to express the transition state for increasing the accuracy in the tip positioning. The creep model is generally expressed as a linear superposition of the creep operators x i (k) plus a term proportional to the input as followings:
The parameters for the creep model in horizontal and vertical direction are calibrated through fitting the sample points of the creep curve by using nonlinear least square method. For example, these creep sample points in the horizontal direction are correspondingly obtained in Fig. 3(a) according to the positions of the indents, which are successively punched by the creep sampling plan as follow: first, the input control in the horizontal direction decreased to the minimum extreme step by step; second, the input control in the vertical direction decreased in the same manner to the minimum extreme; third, the horizontal input control increased to zero; finally the vertical input signal increased to the maximum extreme step by step; during changing the input control voltage in the last stage, indents are punched per four steps to obtain sample points. The creep sample points in the vertical direction are obtained similarly.
As for the calibrated creep model, the model error (w k_c ) that is the difference between the model value and the mean of the experimental distances is increasing with time increasing and is analyzed as follows: twenty groups of the creep curve are obtained in the same period, and Fig. 3(b) shows the fitting creep curve during 25 seconds. The whole creep procedure is sampled six times in equal interval. For each sample time, twenty experimental distances are stochastically counted, and the creep distance distribution is considered to obey to Gaussian in Fig. 3(c) . The expectable value of the model error trend to zero in Fig. 3(d) , and the covariance of the creep model can be assumed as linearly increasing with time increasing in Fig. 3(e) .
D. The thermal drift model
The behavior of the thermal drift mostly depends on such factors as temperature variance, the construction of the instrument, and the thermal expansion property of AFM components.
The drift results in the x and y directions are estimated by the change of the scanning interval distance between P 1 and P 2 among the multiple continuous images in Fig. 4 . These images are continuously obtained by the alternate scanning mode of frame up and of frame down. The drift velocity is estimated by the following strategy.
The nano-particles in the images drift upward and rightward in Fig. 4(c) . During imaging procedure with frame up mode, P 2 is first scanned, and P 1 drifts far away from P 2 before P 1 is scanned. Thus the scanning vertical interval distance between P 1 and P 2 will grow bigger than their actual interval distance, and denoted by d u_y . While this scanning vertical interval distance will become smaller in the image with frame down mode, and denoted by d d_y because the P 2 drifts toward P 1 . The velocities (v drift_y ) in the y directions are calculated as follow:
where T u and T d are the scanning time interval from P 1 to P 2 with frame up mode and frame down mode, respectively. The thermal drift velocity in the horizontal direction is similarly 
calculated.
The velocity of thermal drift will be counted by using several groups of continuous images obtained in several days.
The experimental results shows that the velocity is fluctuating around a value in the long term when the system stabilizes after AFM running for 2~3 hours. From the statistical results, the conclusion can be made that the thermal drift velocities obeys to Gaussian. The mean of the velocity in the x direction is closer to zero. The mean in the y direction is closer to a positive value.
IV. THE PROBABILISTIC FEATURE AND LOCAL SCAN BASED OBSERVATION
The feature such as the nanoparticle is intermittently perceived by local scan in order to reduce the tip uncertainties from the tip motion model and thermal drift for long-term position estimation. The center of the nanoparticle is updated by using the Kalman filter through combining the motion model with the observation model.
A. Maps and feature definitions
As the AFM tip perceives a feature in a nanomanipulation region, M denotes an actual map of a region that is comprised of features such as nanoparticles and nanorods, and their locations are defined by: Figure 6 shows the stochastic feature map generated from the scanning image of nanomanipulation region.
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Here m j,loc is the two dimension vector that describes the center position of feature particle j in the image frame. v map is the error variable of the map feature position, and obeys to Gaussian distribution with the deviation Q map.
B. Local scan based landmark sensing
The tip position uncertainties will become larger with increasing of tip motion and operation time, and need to be intermittently reduced by perceiving the landmark. Fig. 7 shows a tip scan through a feature particle in one time local scan. An observation of the feature particle during the local scan is defined as obtaining the particle center point x kp on the scan trajectory. The tip position at x kp is estimated by the Kalman filter in Fig. 7(b) . Then the tip position at x k+1 is calculated according to the tip motion distance from x kp to x k+1 in Fig. 7(b) .
Where, l k1 is a probabilistic scalar variable denoting the distance from x k to x kp on the scan trajectory, and l k is a variable of the scan length from x k to position x k+1 . Here, x k, k+1 is a probabilistic vector from tip position x k to x k+1 , and
is the mean value of the norm of the vector. While
denotes a unit vector in the direction of the local scan in the scan frame. w kp is an error random variable on position x kp , and is considered to be the superposition of an error variable on position x k and an error random variable from tip moving from x k to x kp . Since the observation at time k+1 is practically performed to obtain x kp , the observation can be defined as follow:
Here, the landmark sensing is realized by using the assumption that the observational point (x kp ) of the scan trajectory is the same position (m j , loc ) of the particle center in the task frame. Then the observation function can be defined as follow:
Where, S x and S y are selection matrix defined as follow: Fig. 6 The location of the feature is calculated in the prior imaging map. In general, we design these two basic local scan directions (the lateral direction: x and y) as horizontal and vertical direction in the task frame.
Based on the tip motion model and the environment measurement model, the Kalman filter is used to estimate the tip optimal position at x kp by combing the measurement with the motion control. For the computing details, refer to Ref. [6] .
Once the tip position at x kp is calculated, its position at x k+1 and its covariance are estimated as follows:
IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT
The simulation and experiment are designed, and performed for illustrating the validity of the proposed algorithm. The parameters of motion model for AFM tip are obtained from calibration experiments which punch a series of indents on a CD surface with multiple groups of distances. The parameters of observation model and map are calibrated through multiple experiments of scanning the same nanoparticle.
The simulation process of a tip motion control path from x 0 to x 8 is shown in Fig. 8 . A nanoparticle near the target position x 8 is used as the landmark for local scan based observing and estimating the tip position with a higher accuracy. In the experiment, the real AFM tip positions are recorded at the start position x 0 , target position x 8 , and three waypoints (x 2, x 5, x 6 ) by punching small indents on the CD substrate surface. The tip position at x 6 is estimated upon observing the landmark. Then the motion control input is calculated to move the tip to the target position x 8 with high accuracy. Fig.  11 shows the corresponding simulation. In order to obtain probabilistic distribution of the positions mentioned above, a certain amount of experiments needs to be done for the same motion pattern. Because the error distribution of the tip position is relatively small, there is possibility that two dents punched are overlapped partially or even fully if we do the two or more experiments by using the same particle as the landmark for observation. To obtain correct position results, all experiments are performed on different particles to avoid position overlapping of indents punched by the AFM tip.
The experiments are performed on the CD substrate where there are multiple polystyrene nanoparticles with the diameter about 100nm. An area including at least one nanoparticle is selected. First, we stop scanning image and move the tip to the start position x 0 with following procedure. (1) moves the AFM tip from the center to x 2 ; (2) performs local-scan based tip localization by path x 2 x 3 ··· x 6 ; (3) update the tip position x 6 , plan and move the tip to the start position x 0 by path x 6 x 7 x 8 x d_1 x 0 marked as dotted line in Fig. 8 . Then the tip is moved by following the process from x 0 to x 8 in Fig.9 . We can assume tip positions of all experiments at x 0 are stochastically with the same Gaussian distribution in the task frame referred to the center of the nanoparticle.
In each experiment, the tip is moved from the start position x 0 to the target position x 8 by using local-scan based observation, and is controlled to punches five dents (shown in Fig. 8 ) in the path for recording the real tip positions. The punched indents can be observed inside the white dash line circles in Fig. 10 , and are collected to count the distribution of the AFM tip positions in the waypoints x 0, x 2, x 5, x 6, x 8 . Thirty experiments have been performed and the experiment results are shown in Fig. 12 and Tbl. 1. The center position of the nanoparticle is set at the coordinate (0.801 , -0.684 ). From these results, it can be concluded that tip position distribution is reduced to 10 nm or similar order at the target position even with a relatively long distance motion.
V CONCLUTIONS
The accuracy of the tip position relative to the maneuvered object has a strong influence on the result of the nanomanipulations. However, this accuracy is reduced by the spatial uncertainties of the tip positioning due to the nonlinearity of the PZT scanner and thermal drift. Furthermore, these uncertainties keep increasing with the increase of tip motion and operation time. Therefore it is very necessary to solve these problems. This paper further proposes feature referenced tip localization enhanced by probability motion model for reducing the uncertainties in nanomanipulations. An improved motion model is probabilistically built by incorporating the PI model, the creep model and the thermal drift model. The tip is optimally estimated by combining with a local scan based feature sensing method. Additionally, the probabilistic parameters of the motion model are calibrated in several experiments. The simulation and corresponding experiments are performed to illustrate the validity of the calibrated parameters and the algorithm. The experimental results also demonstrate that the probabilistic approach successively applied in macro-robotics can also be appropriate for nano-robotics because the uncertainties in the nano-environment are augmented for manipulation, and very difficult to be clearly clarified and accurately modeled.
As for this unpredictable nano-environment, high accurate positioning method with long term stabilization is a key technology to achieve nano-manipultion. The proposed method reliably provides the optimal estimation of the tip position, and lays the foundation for long term automated manufacture strategy at nanoscale. Si m ul at i on dat a
Ex per i ment al dat a Fig. 12 Experimental result is generated from thirty experiments, and shows consistency with the result of the simulation in Fig. 11 .
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Y( m) Fig. 11 Simulation result of moving the tip to its target position when keeping small deviation of tip position by observing the landmark.
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